Galliano Sommavilla

It goes without saying that, to make great art, one must possess a great passion for that art.  For Melbourne contemporary pianist and instrumental composer Galliano Sommavilla, it’s that same sense of passion that has fuelled him for years, pushing him to be the best that he can be, expressing his excitement for life through music and so much more. 
Galliano is a multi award songwriting recipient, respected live performer as well as an author of two unique, best selling cookbooks 'Playing with Food' and 'Music to Dine For' (Italian cooking), both of which include accompanied original instrumental music albums. Inspired by his inherent love for cooking, the books presented a number of scintillating family recipes accompanied by original music that accentuated the books and which led to some strong reviews. 
His drive began where most do, with the caring influence of his parents. His father, a respected chef in Melbourne for over 40 years and his mother, the influence that tipped his vessel toward music, offering him his first foray into the field whilst still in his high chair, learning the world of percussion, starting with spoons, some empty glasses, and a jar of water. An accordion would later follow at age 4 with piano lessons soon after.
Various study would follow, some teaching, many music and genre influences picked up along the way and ultimately a multitude of solo piano performances which would eventually form and take shape to create his individual musical being, Galliano's unique slant and experience of musicality. 
In 1995 Sommavilla found an added dose of energy with some fellow musical friends, dubbing themselves Galliano and the Word and recording their debut record, Rain In My Bathtub, earning solid reviews before the tragic death of their drummer led to the group’s demise.
 But that was nothing compared to the challenge he took on in 2013 when he endeavoured to compose, arrange, and record an original song each day for an entire year, releasing a new song every day from May 6, 2013 to May 5, 2014, recording over 27 hours of original music.
The artist’s staggering output and clear driven passion for the creative has garnered him plenty of accolades, with reviewer Matthew Forss commenting that “Galliano possesses a rare musical ability to create engaging sound worlds that are cohesive and free-flowing at the same time.” 
Likewise, The Pavilion, one of the artist’s musical haunts, shares, “We see Galliano as a rare talent; his instrumental performances on the piano are nothing short of mesmerising…”
......the atmosphere was incredible. Galliano is a phenomenal pianist and entertainer, some of out guests commented on the amazing song selections...if this is a symbol of things to come, I think we will be extremely happy with the return of the grand pianist..........Venue manager, Atrium Bar, Crown Casino, Melbourne 2019
He has endeavoured to forge a respected career with regards to his solo performances, creative writing, producing as well as his instrumental album releases.

His recorded music delivers a multitude of evocative blends. Genres include; soundscape/piano, soundtrack, downtempo, chill out, ambient, soft jazz, pop/rock, electronica, world, lounge, piano solo, new age, experimental…. and more. 

More albums are due for release in 2021. Recent releases include 'Breathe' and 'An Ethereal Landscape'.

The One Song series of albums including 'One Song', 'One Song 2', One Song 3, One Song 4 and One Song 5 released in 2020.

This is Instrumental music for the soul and senses.

Galliano will also venture into the world of music licensing with regards to his original catalogue in late 2021.

 “I love what I do,” shares the artist. “It’s a language I am comfortable using and doesn’t conform to one specific thing or action. 
Welcome to the the music of MusicbyGalliano
www.galliano.com.au








